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For the 2012 RoboCup SSL season, the Georgia Te h RoboJa kets team has updated the me hani al designs and improved the ele troni s that were outlined in the previous year's TDP. This year will see
the full roll-out of both new me hani al and ele tri al hardware for both
the new and preexisting eet. Software robustness to hardware failure,
tra tion ontrol, and gameplay. The urrent robot eet in ludes many
in remental improvements over the 2011 design to address de ien ies in
the previous design. This do ument des ribes our overall system, with a
fo us on the improved software system, new ele tri al design, and mehani al ontent not present in the 2011 TDP.
Abstra t.
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System and Team Overview

We divide the robot system into a three subsystems with a orresponding subteam:
Me hani al designs and builds the physi al robot hassis, drive omponents,
ki king/ hipping me hanisms, and mounting all of the ele tri al hardware
within the robots. They are also responsible for engineering the pla ement
of all omponents, both ele tri al and me hani al, within the robot.
Ele tri al designs and builds the ontrol ir uitry for the robots, the ki ker
solenoid system, and the radio ommuni ations modules.
Software handles ontrol of the robots from the main omputer, in luding
world modeling, low-level ontrol, and high-level strategy and planning.
While ea h subteam an work on a parti ular segment of the proje t, many zones
ne essitate signi ant ollaboration between the subteams, su h as a ounting
for ele tri al onsiderations in design of the ki ker & hipper systems, or sensor integration relevant to ontrol approa hes. There are two main phases of
development work: prototype design, validation testing, and monitoring. In prototype development, the me hani al and ele tri al teams ollaborate to design,
build and test the physi al omponents of the system, and undergo design reviews from the rest of the team. Likewise, during validation testing, systems are
assessed from a manufa turability and performan e stand point both separately
and as a fully integrated unit. On e a fully integrated unit is tested, onstru tion
on a new eet may begin.
Following a produ tion run, the eet is monitored for longer term performan e and reliability. Changes are made to modules or subsystems as needed.
During all phases the software team works in parallel, using a ombination of
a simulator system, 2008 robot eet, and the 2011 robot eet to develop the
ne essary software to drive the robots for ompetition. By exploiting existing
resour es, the team an produ e a robust software pa kage ready in time for
testing even during unplanned prolonged hardware downtime.
For 2012, our strategy is to improve on previous performan e on three fronts.
One signi ant undertaking is ompleting reliability upgrades on our 2011 eet,
whi h in orporates many of the lessons learned at ompetition. The new eet
design also in ludes the next iteration of our ontrol ele troni s, whi h in ludes
new sensing fa ilities, su h as en oders and an IMU. Software has fo used on
building more robust motion ontrol and reliable open-eld gameplay. These
improvements will ombine to produ e robots that are more apable and ompetitive than the previous design.

2

Software

2.1 Fixes from 2011 Software
During our experien e of making our 2011 eet ompetition-ready, we added a
number of small but useful features in software to ompensate for hardware hal-

Fig. 1: RoboJa kets So er interfa e, showing play exe ution while under simulation.
lenges. Due to the frequen y of faults in both me hani al and ele tri al subsystems during ompetition, we added tra king of subsystem status to our logging
and sensing system, and adapted plays to hoose robots for roles based required
apabilities. These subsystem faults in lude disabled ki ker/ hipper (due to either ele tri al or me hani al problems), ball sense wiring failures, and shut o
motors (due to dis onne ted en oders, hall-ee t sensors, or stalling).
With a dete tion fa ility in pla e for these failures, we redesigned plays as to
what system requirements were ne essary for hoosing a parti ular robot for a
role. The goal of these adaptations is to avoid problem s enarios, for example,
the robot hosen to take a shot on goal has a dis onne ted ki ker or broken ball
sensor. While the redesign of our plays was relatively straightforward, this design
requirement for ed us to determine what the minimum requirements are for ea h
role, whi h enables use of even partially broken robots in ertain roles. Plays su h
as free ki ks an now enfor e that the robot performing the ki k a tually has a
working ki ker and will prioritize robots with fully fun tional en oders. These
extra spe i ations has made play development over during preparation for the
2012 season easier, espe ially as we make hardware hanges to the existing eets.
2.2 Improved Play Design
Beyond the addition of requirements for hoosing robot roles based on hardware
apability, and the simpli ations spe ied in the 2011 TDP [4℄, we are working
to improve play design by fo using on a number of te hniques:
 Ki k/Chip Aim and Power Cal ulators: In previous years, we have
experimented with optimization-based pass planning systems [4℄ but su h
systems were inee tive outside of simulation due to the movement and
shooting pre ision of the real robots. To address this aw, we are implementing a Ki k/Chip Power Cal ulator. We are tting simple urves to empiri al

measurements of Ki ker/Chipper Power vs. Distan e/Time so that we an
proje t ki ks and hips more a urately during passing plays, with the goal
of ki king one-tou h-pass shots.
 Open Defense: Several other teams have su essfully implemented onetou h-pass shots, where the re ipient of a pass immediately shoots upon the
goal. In previous years, our defense system was apable of re ognizing and
inter epting open pass routes and open shots to goal; however, to better
address su h dynami threats, we are designing integrated behaviors that
will maximize goal overage from multiple lines of atta k.
 Ninja Goalie: The horizontal rossbar of the goal an obs ure the goalie
from view of the amera system. By maintaining estimates of robot position
through internal sensors ( f. 2.3 Tra tion Control), the goalie will be fully
operational even during the presen e of visual artifa ts.
2.3 Tra tion Control
One of the larger problems dis overed while deploying the new eet of robots in
Istanbul was wheel slip problems that lead to poor low-level motion ontrol of the
robots. While the drivetrain is apable of higher speeds, it be ame ne essary to
slow the robots in software to ensure we ould reliably drive in straight lines. The
en oders added to the new robots provided signi antly improved wheel-velo ity
ontrol, but the overall velo ity ontrol ould not ompensate for individual
wheel slippage.
The solution to this problem is to design a ontroller that an expli itly a ount for wheel slippage by maintaining tra tion oe ients µ = µf r µbr µbl µf l
for ea h wheel and al ulating referen e wheel velo ities that a ount for individual wheels with low tra tion. This ontroller will be able to a hieve body
velo ities with even a small subset of wheels with tra tion, and we an simultaneously drive slipping wheels dierently to try to regain tra tion.
While this is a relatively straightforward solution, estimating µ is di ult,
parti ularly in the presen e of laten y in the ontrol system when we try to
in orporate the ontrol omputer and vision to perform this estimation. We an
solve the estimation problem on board the robots, however, by in orporating the
6DoF IMU installed on all of the robots, as well as wheel load monitoring. The
IMU provides two means to provide feedba k ontrol:
 Estimating Wheel Conta t: Be ause pit h and roll determine whi h
wheels are tou hing the ground, we an use these estimates to provide an
initial estimate for µ.
 Estimating True Movement: To provide a feedba k signal for the body
velo ity ontroller, we an integrate the inertial sensor data to determine the
a tual movement of the robot.
We an fuse these measurements, along with motor load values, in a lter framework to allow the body velo ity ontroller to a ount for wheel tra tion problems.
In addition to improving driving, we an exploit this additional estimation
to provide better estimates for the position and velo ity of the robots whi h

ould allow for position ontrol to operate on the robots as well. While IMU
drift and wheel slippage will orrupt the position and velo ity estimate, we an
zero the integration estimates whenever the robot is stationary and use aiding
from global vision. As is frequently used with inertial navigation systems, whi h
ombine GPS with inertial sensing [1℄, we an substitute global vision for GPS.
In an aiding framework, we an handle handle the laten y from global vision
orre tly when ombined with high-rate inertial sensing. This will allow our
robots to perform a urate motion ontrol, even when vision may be obs ured
momentarily.
2.4 Improved Simulator

Fig. 2: Simulator mo kup with full visualization and physi s.
Be ause our previous simulator was based on Nvidia PhysX as a physi s simulation, whi h has not been updated for Linux in re ent years, we have moved
over to using the Bullet physi s engine, as des ribed in our 2011 TDP [4℄. While
we were not nished with a fully usable simulator in time for the Istanbul ompetition, we have ontinued development, now with a full 3D visualization. A
large part of this hange has been to make the urrent state of the system omprehensible to urrent team members and make the simulator a more useful tool
for robot development. As su h, we have formulated a more well-realized plan for
updating the simulator and integrating it into our design ow, with the following
features:
 Full visualization: ne essary to debug ases when the 2D display in the
so er gameplay is insu ient, parti ularly when the ball or a robot gets into
a hard-to-model state, su h as a robot falling over and falling o of vision.
 Robot and ball o lusion: we an develop plays in the more realisti ase
in whi h robots and the ball would be o luded from vision and ensure that

we handle these ases. Basi ball o lusion existed in the previous simulator
[2,3℄.
 Side- hannel ommuni ation with so er gameplay: Be ause there
is an estimation omponent in tra king the ball and managing the robot
state, we will have a separate ommuni ation link between the simulator
and so er gameplay to allow for empiri al omparisons between estimated
ball positions and ground truth.
 Simulated Robot Firmware: We an use the simulator to help develop
the rmware, parti ularly in su h areas as on-board aided position estimate,
whi h ne essitates swappable rmware modes for robots.
We illustrate our urrent mo kup of the simulation, with a 3D simulation and
basi interfa e, in Fig. 2.
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Me hani al

Having nished our newest eet for the 2011 Istanbul RoboCup event, this year
the RoboJa kets fo used on improving existing me hani al assemblies to address
hardware failures. These were en ountered during the ompetition within the
drive modules and ki king assembly (see [3,4℄ for details of these stru tures).
For ea h of these problems a solution was drawn up in order minimize future
fault and ensure maintenan e requirements ould be kept to a minimum. These
issues were over ome by a ombination of both modifying our assembly pro ess
and when ne essary modifying our designs.
3.1 Drive Module Upgrades
Both during and after ompetition, we investigated the operating state of the
modules. For referen e, see Fig. 3a for an illustration of our motor modules and
Fig. 3b for the installed motor module. We identied the following problems:
 Ba k shell separation from modied drive motors
 Separation of en oder from mount plate
 Loosening of omni spa er
Ba k shell separation had multiple fa tors. Initially the motors were assembled
with a retaining ompound that ured in absen e of oxygen. This was insu ient
for holding the ba k shells onto the pinion shafts and over time the ba kshells
would loosen. Some form of additional ompound is needed due to slight deformations that the shells en ounter during motor disassembly and toleran e issues
with ustom shafts. Additionally, the zip ties holding the en oder wires moved
and started rubbing against the ba k shells. This rubbing pulled the shells o
of the shafts. To in rease learan e, we rerouted the en oder wires with tape.
During this modi ation, we observed that some of the en oder wires had been
zip-tied down in a manner that put too mu h stress on the en oders, whi h lead
to a few in idents of onne tor failure and en oder separation from the mounting
plate.

(a) Detail view of motor with ustom pinion
shaft

(b) Full installed motor module

Fig. 3: Detail view of motor assembly.
With the drive modules, omni spa ers were loosening during omni wheel
removal for maintenan e. This was a design pitfall identied before initial produ tion, but was viewed as an a epted issue. We identied that having reverse
threaded 6-32s that looked almost identi al to other 6-32s used elsewhere in the
robots ould result in onfusion during maintenan e during ompetition. It was
also viewed that this ould be over ome with thread lo ker.
3.2 Ki ker Redesign

(a) Ki ker plunger thread failure

(b) Deformation in the ki ker plunger

Fig. 4: Me hani al failures in the ki ker assembly that o urred during 2011
Istanbul ompetition.

The bimetalli plunger designed for the 2011 eet, failed me hani ally during ompetition in the summer of 2011. After repeated ki king, the forward
aluminum portion of the plunger deformed plasti ally in two lo ations. The rst
lo ation of failure was the onne tion between the ki ker boot and the plunger,
and is shown in Fig. 4a. At the apex of the ki k, the forward momentum of the
ki ker boot pulled the 6-32 s rew, that onne ts the boot and plunger, forward
ausing deformation in the aluminum half of the plunger. The se ond lo ation of
failure was the interfa e between the steel and aluminum portions of the ki ker
plunger, and an be seen in Fig. 4b. The two halves of the plunger were held
together with an 8-32 threaded stud. The forward momentum of the aluminum
half of the plunger aused the 8-32 stud, to rip out the threads in the aluminum
portion of the plunger.
In order to address these failures, we swit hed the material for the forward
half of the plunger to Rd 304 Annealed stainless steel. Stainless steel provides
the same magneti properties as aluminum, but it will not shear after undergoing
multiple high power ki ks. We expe t a redu tion in ki king performan e due
to the greater density of steel over aluminum. The redu tion in the maximum
allowed ki king speed from 10m/s to 8 m/s will allow us to use the new plunger
design and still a hieve maximum ki king velo ity without a need for hanges to
ele troni s or software omponents.
3.3 Developments Toward New Dribbler
In order to improve ball ontrol, and prevent the ball from boun ing on the
robot's dribbler, we are repla ing the xed dribbler arms with passively damped
arms. The goal of the damping system it to absorb the translational energy of
the ball and transform it into me hani al energy whi h deforms a spring. The
new dribbler design will feature an a tuating set of arms ea h atta hed to a
torsion spring. In order to prevent prolonged os illation of the ball's position
following onta t with the dribbler, we will make the the the dribbler system
riti ally damped.
In order to a hieve riti al damping, we will test springs with dierent spring
onstants. Be ause the frequen y of os illation of the oupled ball and dribbler
system will depend on the velo ity of the in oming ball, the dribbler will be tested
with dierent in oming ball velo ities. In our test setup, one of our robots, will
ki k the ball at varying speeds towards a re eiving robot that has a damped
dribbler. The ball will pass through a speed gate in order to al ulate its exa t
velo ity. Ea h of the springs tested will be rated by how long it takes for the
ball and dribbler to a hieve steady state, with the goal being to minimize the
amount of time it takes to a hieve steady state. We will perform the test on
multiple dierent kinds of arpet, sin e every arpet has a dierent oe ient
of fri tion, whi h inuen e how the ball behaves on e aptured by the dribbler.
If after the tests, we on lude that arpet nish has a large impa t on dribbler
damping, we might onsider a modular damper design that would allow us to
hange out springs depending on the kind of arpet we en ounter.
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Ele tri al

This year we have made several hanges and improvements over last year's ele troni s on our robots. The 2011 eet represented a major design upgrade for
ele troni s and these improvements were used to retrot our 2008 eet. This
year, among other tweaks, we hanged the design of our ki ker ontrol ele troni s in response to the maximum ball speed rule hange and to remedy problems
en ountered last year.
4.1 Radio
For our 2008 robot eet, we designed and onstru ted a 900MHz halo antenna.
A halo antenna is a ring of heavy-gauge wire with the feedline's ground atta hed
at one point and a gap dire tly opposite this point. A gamma mat h arm made
of smaller wire leads from a apa itor at the feedline to a point further around
the ring. This antenna provides overage in a plane similar to a dipole but
with minimal height. The antennas were made from bent solid opper wire and
required individual tuning after installation in the robot. This antenna design is
very sensitive to variations in dimensions, whi h resulted in signi ant variation
in performan e between antennas. To redu e the time required to tune ea h
antenna and to make the antennas similar in bandwidth and return loss, we
produ ed new printed halo antennas. These new antennas are normal printed
ir uit boards on FR4 material. The printed pattern has dimensions similar to
the original halo. While our original halo design required two adjustments, one
trimmer apa itor at the feedpoint and one sliding opper plate near the gap,
the new antennas require only the feedpoint adjustment.
Sin e the antenna is sensitive to any nearby metal obje ts, the antenna is
mounted on standos near the top of the robot and the onne tor used to feed it
is a right-angle MMCX onne tor on the edge of the board. This hoi e of onne tor eases assembly and keeps the oaxial able away from the antenna ex ept
at the feedpoint. We ontinue to use the Texas Instruments CC1101 single- hip
radio, but with a erami balun/lter to repla e the numerous apa itors and indu tors we used previously. The radio proto ol has been hanged to allow more
data to be transferred between the ontrol omputer and the robots. All robots
are now able to report their status (su h as ball possession and diagnosti data)
at 60Hz. The proto ol is time-multiplexed half duplex: the ontrol omputer
sends one pa ket ontaining ommands for all six robots on a team, and ea h
robot is assigned a time slot in whi h to send its response. On power-up or loss of
signal, ea h robot s ans a preprogrammed list of frequen ies looking for a valid
ommand with its ID. To support development of on-board navigation, robot
rmware an be updated over the air on all robots simultaneously.
4.2 Mi ro ontroller
We previously swit hed from the NXP LPC2103 mi ro ontroller to the Atmel
AT91SAM7S64. The new mi ro ontroller provided more memory, the option to

in rease memory while maintaining footprint ompatibility, and a USB devi e
interfa e. When onne ted by USB to a development omputer, the robot appears as a serial lass devi e and presents a ommand-line based interfa e for
diagnosti s, testing, and programming. No spe ial drivers are required to ommuni ate with the robot. While a JTAG interfa e is still present for debugging,
both CPU and FPGA rmware an be programmed over USB without a JTAG
adapter. The USB interfa e an be used to test all robot hardware without any
radio a tivity, for example to allow robot repairs without interfering with an ongoing game. This year, the rmware that supports the ommand-line debugging
interfa e was improved to in lude support for more tests and diagnosti s.
4.3 Sensors
Our design in orporates several unique sensors to maintain a reliable estimate of
the state of the robots and the game. The sensor suite in ludes both opti al and
hall ee t shaft en oders, a MEMS inertial measurement unit, and an opti al
ball sensor.
Ea h drive wheel has an en oder whi h produ es 1440 ti ks per revolution,
resulting in a distan e resolution on the ground of approximately 24 µm. The
wheel en oders are used for losed-loop speed ontrol of ea h wheel. A hall
ee t urrent sensor is pla ed in series with ea h motor's drive ir uitry to allow
measurement of the average urrent to ea h wheel. By measuring battery voltage,
motor urrent, and motor speed, we an estimate the load on ea h motor and
dete t wheel slippage. Our goal is to optimize point-to-point motion to a hieve
maximum a eleration without losing positional a ura y due to slippage.
A six-degree-of-freedom inertial measurement unit (IMU) omposed of an
Invensense IMU-3000 gyros ope and an Analog Devi es ADXL345 a elerometer
allows the robot to sense its movement independently of vision. If the robot
leaves the ameras' eld of view, the IMU may be able to maintain a su iently
a urate position estimate to allow it to move ba k on to the eld. We are
attempting to use the IMU to improve the robot's pose estimate to allow for
more pre ise motion ontrol. Our plan for future development is to move pose
estimation and low-level motion ontrol onto the robots to minimize laten y and
to allow us to take advantage of the IMU's motion estimates.
As in previous years, we dete t ball possession with a break-beam sensor
under the dribbler bar. This sensor onsists of an infrared LED and a phototransistor. Previously, this sensor was frequently broken by onta t with other
robots be ause the sensors must be in an exposed lo ation. A failure of the
ball sensor gave the same indi ation as ball possession, requiring heuristi s on
the ontrol omputer to determine whether a parti ular robot's ball sensor was
damaged. The new me hani al design better prote ts the sensors. The new ele troni s an dete t four lasses of ball sensor failure: LED open, dete tor open,
dete tor shorted, and dazzling (ex essive ambient light). If the LED or dete tor
is me hani ally damaged, the most likely result is an open ir uit whi h an be
dete ted and reported, allowing the robot not to be hosen for ball-handling tasks
during gameplay and to be repla ed at the next opportunity. To ompensate for

varying ambient light, alternating measurements are made with the LED on and
o. If the LED-on measurement is unexpe tedly high, the most likely ause is exessive ambient light, and the ball sensor will not report onstant possession. By
dete ting ball sensor failure, we an avoid ertain ases where a robot attempts
to handle a ball that it does not a tually possess.
4.4 Ki ker
The 2012 ki kers were a ontinuation of work started in 2011. Our robots use
two solenoids for ball handling: one for ki king forward and one for hip-ki king
upwards. In 2011, ea h solenoid was operated by dis harging a pair of apa itors
through an IGBT into the solenoid oil. The 2011 ki ker allowed for improved
ontrol parameters. Ki k strength an now be determined by the length of the
urrent pulse into the solenoid. This urrent an be regulated to an adjustable
value, allowing longer pulses with more arefully ontrolled urrent. This also
allows the maximum urrent to be restri ted to a value that will not damage the
IGBT even with a shorted oil. The urrent limit is implemented by measuring
the oil urrent with a hall ee t urrent sensor (Allegro ACS758) and swit hing
o the IGBT when the urrent ex eeds the limit. When the urrent falls below the
limit minus a small hysteresis value, the IGBT is turned ba k on. The robot an
re ord oil urrent and apa itor voltage tra es during a ki k for later analysis
to fa ilitate ki ker solenoid and ele troni s development.
This year, the RoboCup SSL rules were hanged to put a limit on ball speed.
Previously, we were apable of ki king the ball in ex ess of 12 m/s. The new
ap limits speed to 8 m/s, so the new ki ker design is in part a response to this.
By using more and smaller apa itors, we an prevent wasting weight, spa e,
and money on larger apa itors that are now unne essary. The 2012 ki ker has
a similar form fa tor to our 2008 ki kers, with several 250V, 820 µF apa itors
lying horizontally. This saves signi ant spa e around the wheel base and allows
the me hani al design to have more exibility in dribbler size and wheel spa ing.
Previous ki ker boards were all ele tri ally isolated for safety reasons. Unfortunately, this resulted in a higher level of omplexity and more potential failure
points. It also prevented full ele tri al shielding on the PCB. After onsideration, the de ision was made to abandon isolation in favor of a new design, while
maintaining safety. A yba k topology with the LT3757 was used for several
reasons. We wanted to maintain harge on the apa itors, ontinue harging the
apa itors even if they were lose to their target voltage, and gra efully handle the short ir uit urrent load ondition that o urs when the apa itors are
empty. The yba k regulator was implemented using the same transformer that
was utilized in a previous design iteration be ause of it's proven reliability and
our existing inventory. To provide additional safety, a red LED was added to
the ki ker along with a dis harge swit h. If the red LED is on, team members
know that the apa itors are harged and the board is potentially dangerous. By
pressing the dis harge button, all remaining energy in the apa itors is dumped
into the solenoid, and the board is rendered safe.

Last year, we en ountered a problem with the ki ker boards generating a large
ele tromagneti eld. At several points during s rimmages, we noti ed that the
ontrol boards would fail randomly. Upon analysis, it was found that several
FETs, always in the same lo ation, were failing. Repla ing them temporarily
xed the problem, but they would soon fail again. Our ki ker boards are mounted
dire tly below the ontrol boards, and we noti ed that there was a small area
of the ki ker board that was not ele tri ally shielded, right below the area that
the FETs were failing. We dedu ed that a large ele tromagneti eld was being
reated at ertain points during gameplay and this was large enough to indu e
urrent into the FETs and destroy their gate oxide. We initially attempted to
x the problem by s raping o the soldermask on the ground plane near the
suspe ted area on the ki ker, overing it in opper tape, and soldering the tape
to the ground plane. However, we still saw FET failures. We then hanged the
length of our standos to in rease the distan e between the ki ker and the ontrol
board. This xed the issue and we had no other FET failures for the rest of the
ompetition. To address this problem, the new ki ker board design has a full
shielding ground plane, whi h is made possible be ause the board is no longer
isolated.
4.5 Battery
Our 2012 robots are powered by lithium polymer battery pa ks. Our previous robots used ni kel metal hydride batteries whi h ould not provide enough
urrent to a elerate the robot rapidly under some ir umstan es. The LiPo
batteries are smaller, lighter, and an provide more urrent without the supply
voltage dropping ex essively. Sin e LiPo batteries must not be dis harged below
a ertain level, the CPU monitors battery voltage and sounds an alarm if the
battery pa k is dis harged to the minimum safe level.

5

Summary

For the 2012 season, we have made a variety of upgrades to our 2011 eet,
in orporating lessons learned in the 2011 Istanbul ompetition deployment, as
well as future-looking improvements. We have improved the software to be more
resilient to hardware failure ases, as well as dire tly addressing short omings of
the previous systems.
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